ASPECTS OF CHANGE IN THE BANDKERAMIK SETTLEMENT AREA OF EYTHRA, DISTR. LEIPZIG, SAXONY

ABSTRACT: In Eythra, distr. Leipzig (Germany) a large area displaying bandkeramik (BK) settlement features, covering a time span from early LBK to late SBK, has been excavated. This provides a good basis for examining aspects of change in material culture and in settlement structures. Analyses of ceramic decoration give rise to a reexamination of the data base especially with regard to the effects of secondary disturbances in the features. It can be shown that the composition of a large number of mixed LBK-SBK inventories do not reflect a gradual change over time. This fact impedes so far a joint BK ceramic seriation. Hence, in this paper only the SBK content of the assemblages will be considered. An outline of the SBK settlement structure requires the incorporation of as many features as possible in a typo-chronological sequence. At the outset of our researches, as a shortcut, a characteristic had to be found which is chronologically relevant and occurs frequently. To achieve a broad basis for analysing change in SBK decoration, the stroke sizes are examined by correspondence analysis. The resulting order which can be interpreted as representing time shows in combination with the typo-chronological markers of the development of BK houses the spatial distribution of probably coexistent houses. We can see a shift in settlement areas from late LBK to early SBK, but the LBK settlement structure, consisting of house clusters and few single farmsteads remained intact. In the late SBK house clusters are rare and pits lie far away from the houses. So far the studies all together suggest that no fundamental change happened between late LBK and early SBK, but clearly there is one to be found in the late SBK structures.
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INTRODUCTION

Bandkeramik (BK) settlements – here are included both LBK/LPC (Linienbandkeramik – Linear Pottery Culture, approx. 5300–4900 BC) and SBK/SPC (Stichbandkeramik – Stroked Pottery Culture, 4900–4500 BC) periods (see below) – concentrate in Saxony in three regions: the Dresden Elbe Valley, the Middle Saxon loess area and NW-Saxony around the city of Leipzig, Germany. While the former two regions are quite well delimitable, the BK settlements in NW-Saxony reflect only the eastern outskirts of the large Middle German BK-region which comprises large parts of Saxony-Anhalt and Thuringia.

In this paper we concentrate on the area south of Leipzig, which marks the centre of the NW-Saxonian distribution. During the last two decades a large number of early Neolithic settlements has been discovered and excavated in the context of large scale projects. One of the largest is Eythra along the margin of the Weiße Elster River within the open-cast lignite mine of Zwenkau (Stäuble 2010).

Between 1990 and 2000 an area of 88 hectares has been excavated in the lignite mine and a densely populated settlement area from the beginning of the LBK to SBK (Cladders et al. 2012) as well as numerous finds and settlement structures of other archaeological periods ranging from the Middle Neolithic until the Iron Age (Huth, Stäuble 1998, Schunke 2009) were exposed. The BK structures covered an area of 30 hectares along the western bank of the Weiße Elster which marks the boundary of the settlement (Figure 1). Only the western periphery of the settlement area could be determined, the margins in the North and the South are unknown. Consequently Eythra represents today the largest excavated Early Neolithic settlement area in Central Europe.

Since 2009 a research project of the Archaeological Heritage Office of Saxony in cooperation with the University of Leipzig, funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, investigates the LBK and SBK settlement structures with the focus on the widely established assumption concerning "domestic space"
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The basis for this investigation is provided by some 80,000 finds from about 25,500 features. It allowed the reconstruction of almost 300 groundplans, more than half of which displayed typological characteristics which allowed assigning them to the LBK and SBK respectively. In addition two LBK wells (Stäuble, Campen 1999, Stäuble, Elburg 2011), one late SBK rondel, one probably postbandkeramik earthwork and a palisade enclosure which has not been dated so far have been discovered. The radiocarbon samples analysed until now do not reflect the whole period of the expected use of the settlement, which according to typological observations should range between 5300 and 4500/4600 BC. The majority of the measured samples – all belonging to short-lived charred seeds – date somewhere in between 5300–5000 calBC, other date into bronze and iron age reflecting the strong disturbance within the settlement during later periods. Until now, no single absolute date could be recovered from the SBK settlement phase, which should approximately last as long as that of the LBK.

As the analysis of the settlement is not yet completed, this paper is but a preliminary report and focuses on parameters in which we can conceive aspects of change. At first the effect of disturbances will be shortly described. Secondly the preliminary results of a combined correspondence analysis of LBK and SBK pottery will be discussed. Finally the typochronological markers of the development of BK groundplans will be presented in relation to the dating of the surrounding pits and the spatial organization of probably coexistent arrangements of houses. It has to be emphasised that the studies on Eythra at the present stage of research have to be less differentiated as is usually demanded. Nonetheless these first results give hope that despite problems according to depositional as well as post-depositional processes leading to disturbed settlement and find units it will be possible to differentiate aspects of time and space within the development of early Neolithic Eythra.

GENERAL REMARKS AND OBSERVATIONS

As mentioned Eythra is characterised by a high level of building activity during different archaeological periods. This is obvious in disturbances of the features and accordingly in the inventories as a result of complex settlement activities.

A comparison of the number of bandkeramik artefacts and later finds (Middle to Late Neolithic, Bronze- and Iron Age, Medieval and modern Times) in pits with a diameter of more than 80 cm indicate that secondary disturbances have affected approximately one third of the features. While this admixture of material from different prehistoric periods is easily recognizable and can be explained by intensive later occupation of the settlement area, it gives good reasons to also question the generally postulated concept of closed finds within prehistoric features with seemingly pure LBK or SBK ceramic material (Stäuble 2013, Stäuble, Wolfram 2012). The taphonomic processes as well as the post BK-disturbances responsible for the admixture within the pits contents are going to be analysed separately. Since the analysis of the features is still in progress, at this stage it seemed appropriate for the sake of comparability to work with the clearly defined feature types.

However, more than half of the pits containing SBK pottery also contain LBK ceramics (cf. Pavlů et al. 1986: 363). The question arises whether these mixtures represent cultural continuity or secondary disturbances. A closer examination of mixed BK inventories which contain late SBK sherds, e.g. in the segments of the SBK rondel and in the LBK pits in its centre, is revealing. The LBK assemblages in the centre are in the vicinity of four houses of which at least one has to be assigned to the older LBK by strict typological criteria. The remains of the rondel contain latest SBK and old LBK pottery. It can be ruled out that this composition reflects a coexistence of early LBK and late SBK populations. Rather it has to be attributed to extensive late SBK building activities in an area previously used in older bandkeramik phases. These mixed contexts, which were not caused by and therefore do not reflect the gradual decrease of LBK and increase of SBK stylistic elements in time will without a doubt affect the joint typo-chronological analysis of LBK and SBK inventories.

A JOINT ANALYSIS OF LBK AND SBK CERAMIC ASSEMBLAGES

A joint seriation by correspondence analysis (Madsen 1988, Müller, Zimmermann 1997; cf. Link 2014: 71–89) was carried out in order to check the effects of secondary disturbances. It has been suggested that the fundamental differences in the ceramic design systems of both cultures impede such a joint analysis (Link 2014: 71–72). The strips and their various fillings, the so called Bandtypen which constitute the LBK ornamentation, are
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replaced in the SBK by a varying number of rows of multi-dented strokes. However, provided the number of rows and dents, stroke size and technique used for their implementation is chronologically relevant in the SBK (Hoffmann 1963: 113, Kaufmann 1976: 31–33, Link 2014: 80) a SBK-Bandtyp defined with regard to these characteristics may be chronologically relevant as well.

Figure 2 illustrates the position of the assemblages and types in a plot of the first two principal dimensions. The interpretation of these axes generally depends on external information. In this case it became obvious that the horizontal first dimension is strongly correlated with the proportion of LBK and SBK pottery. The assemblages on the positive side of the first dimension contain 100% SBK sherds, the ones on the negative end 100% LBK pottery. It could be assumed that the assemblages in between these two extremes represent the LBK-SBK transitional phase in time. However, a correlation coefficient of 0.02 indicates that no polynomial relationship exists between the first two dimensions. Thus no gradient as for example time can be held responsible for the variation in the data set.

A closer examination of the LBK distribution on the right side clarifies the character of the second dimension (see distribution detail in Figure 2). The second axis actually represents, even if badly, the stylistic development of LBK ornamentation, the earliest types and inventories on the positive, the latest on the negative end. The very uneven character of the distribution along the second dimension strongly suggests that the numerous apparently “undisturbed” LBK pits were subject to the same processes of disturbance and mixture as described above for combined LBK and SBK inventories. Although it is not as obvious in the case of single culture assemblages, their composition clearly also reflects temporary continuity as well as secondary disturbances.

The majority of the mixed LBK-SBK assemblages do not link with the late or latest LBK features in the distribution. To conclude, in Eythra the mixture of LBK
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SERIATION OF SBK POTTERY ASSEMBLAGES

For the sake of the following argument only the SBK content of the assemblages will be considered. In order to present at this early stage in our analyses a first outline of the SBK settlement structure, as many features as possible have to be included in a typo-chronological sequence. Hence a characteristic had to be found, which is not only chronologically relevant but occurs frequently as well.

It is well known that in the course of the stylistic development of SBK pottery the size of the strokes increased (see above). And stroke size was recorded for almost 2000 sherds from 215 features. Therefore a seriation was carried out, using five size classes as variables. This resulted in a parabola in the plot of the first two principal axes (Figure 3). Therefore possibly the first dimension might be interpreted as representing time (Kerig 2005: 126–128, Abb. 3). In this case the position of the inventories on this dimension represents their relative date.

Clearly in this case a lot of external information is available, which can be used to evaluate the meaning of this sequence. The distribution of other characteristics, which due to the very high degree of fragmentation and badly preserved surfaces were less frequently noted but which in previous studies proved to be chronologically relevant, such as motif, technique or vessel shape in the assemblages seem to support the interpretation. It has to be emphasised though, that this assessment is based on preliminary results from first and limited pattern recognition studies. A more complex multivariate approach is in process which takes into consideration and stands to benefit from the intricacies of the overall SBK design system in order to establish a stable and reliable typo-chronological sequence.

FIGURE 3. Correspondence analysis of SBK pottery assemblages and stroke size classes.
The composition of the inventories marked blue in Figure 3 allow us to address them as early SBK, the ones marked red display characteristics of late SBK ornamentation. The yellow assemblages in the middle of the distribution might be secondary mixtures or represent a medium stage in SBK style development.

One further task is to combine the results of ceramic analysis with the features. This can only be done by regarding the spatial relation of find containing pits with house structures.

**TYPO-CHRONOLOGY OF HOUSEPLANS**

At the present stage of analysis the chronological distribution of the houses cannot be established by a highly differentiated assessment of the ceramics, but for late LBK and SBK houses the typology of construction is a good instrument to put the buildings in a chronological order (Ganslmeier 2010, Herren 2003: 124–126, Modderman 1977: 123–128, Pechtl 2010, Quita 1958).

The following compilation of housetypes and their potential chronological position takes only houses of Eythra and their attributes into consideration. Further steps to achieve a more differentiated view on typochronology will be to include the metrical analysis of the houseplans and compare the results with other settlements.

Five housetypes belonging to the late LBK and the SBK can be distinguished at the site, based on their wall construction, the degree of density of the inner framework, the shape and location of the wall trench, the overall shape of the house and the presence or absence of accompanying long pits. Late LBK houses feature double walls and generally have a rectangular shape (Figure 4a). The interior space displays a quite dense and structured inner framework of postholes, and, LBK houses regularly possess long pits.

According to the different states of preservation, it is sometimes difficult to assign a groundplan to a highly differentiated type. Hampel (1989: 82) for example states, that the dating of Rössen, Großgartach and SBK houses is quite difficult because of the great variety of groundplans, which might be due to some kind of individualism and differences in details must therefore not have any chronological significance. In Eythra – but also on other sites – it is especially the case for the houses of the early and middle SBK. Not to mention, that there is yet no clear definition of a middle SBK housetype. Friederich defines two houses as "middle" SBK (Friederich 2011: 425, Fig. 359, no. 21 = Regensburg-Harting, 22 = Zwenkau-Harth), which according to Hampel (1989: 81, Fig. 67) are successive, while Quita (1958: 177) himself dated the house from Zwenkau-Harth into the early SBK.

For the following analysis we thus make only a distinction between early and late SBK, showing two slightly different types for the early SBK (including what might be middle SBK). The important attribute for both early SBK-types (Figure 4b–c) is the wide and regular system of the inner framework, which marks the

**FIGURE 4. Typology of late LBK and SBK houses.**
difference to late LBK houses (Figure 4a). The first type (Figure 4b) has a very short north-western wall trench, double walls and the inner framework shows low density. It is also, as in the LBK, regularly accompanied by long pits. The second early SBK house type has a very short trapezoidal north-western trench, a simple wall and a naviform overall shape. These houses as well, sometimes possess long pits.

Late SBK houses can be trapezoidal or naviform and do not feature a gable wall trench (Figure 4d). They do, however, possess trenches all along the long sides of the houses. Moreover, also in contrast to their predecessors they are no longer accompanied by long pits.

Finally, in Eythra one special group of houses was observed, which does not seem to have any parallels on any other site (Figure 4e). This house type possesses traits characteristic for the LBK as well as SBK. On the one hand, the dense inner framework of posts resembles the inner framework of LBK houses. The wall trenches on the other hand are a defining characteristic of late SBK buildings. As between the two attributes there is a long period of time, we cannot assume that this housetype is the link between late LBK and early SBK.

SETTLEMENT PATTERNS

Figure 5 pictures the distribution of the various types of late LBK and SBK houses and the pit ceramic inventories which could be assigned a relative date, based on the results of the correspondence analysis shown in Figure 3. The majority of the SBK pottery assemblages, which provide a ceramic date, are not found in the long pits. Therefore they cannot be assigned with reasonable certainty to particular houses and thus cannot date them. Trying nonetheless to get a general picture of the settlement development from LBK to SBK in order to follow the question about change or continuity.

---

**FIGURE 5.** Distribution of dated house groundplans and synchronised features.
we have marked the distribution of late LBK houses in order to facilitate the spatial comparison with their successors.

Late LBK houses form a cluster in the north of the settlement area. Four more houses in this period apparently constitute single farmsteads with a distance of 200 and more metres between each other and the houses of the cluster. In the early SBK we observe two clusters and four single farmsteads as well. However, with the introduction of SBK material culture the house clusters shifted to the south of the excavated area, where they seem to have encompassed or shifted near two former single LBK farmsteads. The clusters differ quite amazingly with regard to the number and spatial distribution of pits containing early SBK pottery. None of the pits containing early SBK pottery lie within the areas circumscribed by the clusters. They lie within a row which spreads south of the larger cluster containing seven early SBK houses, east of the smaller cluster with three typologically similar houses and north of a single farmstead. This distribution seems to reflect an activity zone of about 250×100 metres between early SBK houses. The three single farmsteads near the rondel are more than 500 metres apart from the majority of the mentioned pits filled with early SBK material. It is probable that this variation in the location of the pits reflects changes in the use of settlement space and activity zones. However, although the introduction of early SBK material culture led to a shift in settlement areas, the LBK settlement structure, consisting of house clusters and few single farmsteads remained intact.

With the end of the early SBK-phases the house clusters generally seize to exist. Instead we find evenly spread single or pairs and only once an accumulation of three farmsteads, while the pits containing late SBK pottery seem to concentrate in the area of the rondel as well as in the north of the excavated area far away from the coeval houses. At this point we have to state that in all this discussion by coeval we just mean a relative term to SBK (cf. Lüning 1988: 45–49, 63, Modderman 1988: 130, Strien, Gronenborn 2005: 141–143, Zimmermann et al. 2006: 177–182).

However, if we take into account the overall number of dateable houses and pits we obtain an LBK-SBK ratio of 5:1. Moreover the majority of 113 badly preserved ground plans of houses can, based on detailed typological criteria, be assigned to the LBK, if not to any particular phase. This leads to an increase in the ratio to almost 10:1, disregarding the differences in the absolute timespans which might be presumed for both cultures: about 300:500 years.

Thus one further aim of our working group will be to unravel this important aspect for the recognition of long term change within BK development.

CONCLUSION

For the specific topic of the session "What Is Changing and When" it would mean that we surely can observe some change between LBK and SBK in Eythra, but this does not happen at the beginning of what we are calling or what we are recognising as SBK culture. At such a large excavated site we can recognise that according to house and ceramic typology the change must have happened not at the start but somewhere in the course of the SBK development, at a point in time which we still cannot grasp or describe precisely, maybe even during the late SBK. The consequences of this observation for the interpretation of LBK-SBK transformation processes will be discussed at the close of our analyses.
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